The BRX300 Series is a versatile line array for bands, DJs, rental firms, houses of worship and anyone who needs a compact, portable system that provides superior fidelity, high output and consistent coverage in a range of sound-reinforcement scenarios.

The modular BRX300 Series makes the power of line array technology accessible to customers who are not trained audio engineers, thanks to its plug-and-play simplicity, built-in corrective signal processing, smart transport system and hassle-free rigging hardware. Deploy in minutes and enjoy optimal sound out of the box with components engineered for fidelity and ease of use.

For decades, the world’s top entertainment venues and touring productions have relied on the superior power and clarity of JBL Professional line array technology; now it’s easier than ever to bring that legendary sonic performance to small and mid-size productions.

**KEY MESSAGES**

**LEGENDARY JBL TOUR SOUND**
The BRX308-LA Line Array Element draws from JBL’s legendary touring technologies to deliver wide coverage and class-leading SPLs while reproducing every sonic detail with superior depth and clarity, thanks to proprietary drivers that are engineered for maximum performance matched with the BRX325SP Powered Subwoofer’s built-in amplifier.

**THROW THAT GOES THE DISTANCE**
Line array technology delivers seamless front-to-back coverage for a consistent sonic experience anywhere in the audience. BRX308-LA Line Array Elements provide ultra-wide 110° horizontal dispersion and 12° vertical dispersion; multiple boxes can be arrayed to optimize coverage.

**SUPERIOR JBL ACOUSTICS**
Professional JBL performance with high SPL capabilities and ultra-wide 110° horizontal dispersion; easy-to-use rigging hardware allows multiple boxes to be arrayed to optimize vertical coverage

**MODULAR & SCALABLE CONFIGURATION OPTIONS**
System can be expanded as needed and supports up to 2 tops when pole-mounted, up to 4 tops when ground-stacked or up to 8 tops when flown with the optional Array Frame

**PORTABLE & RUGGED**
Optional Transporter Kit includes rolling cart to transport up to four BRX308-LA Line Array Elements; tour-tested cabinets feature all-wood construction with a Duraflex coating that protects against wear and tear

**VERSATILE, VARIABLE COVERAGE**
The BRX300 Series can scale to accommodate any small or midsize application. Systems can be configured in the following ways:
- One subwoofer and two tops, stacked or pole mounted
- One subwoofer and four tops, stacked
- Two ground-stacked subwoofers with eight tops flown
- One flown subwoofer with four adjacent tops flown

**SYSTEM COMPONENTS**

BRX308-LA Line Array Element
BRX308-LA
Modular Portable Line Array Speaker

APPLICATIONS
Live music events, receptions, corporate functions and house-of-worship services in small to midsize venues

FEATURES
- Dual 8-inch LF drivers and 3-inch titanium compression driver
- Frequency range: 80 Hz–20 kHz (-10 dB)
- 110° horizontal x 12° (variable) vertical dispersion
- 136 dB maximum SPL
- Variable inter-box angles
- I/O: two 4-pole NL4 connectors wired in parallel for IN/THRU use

ACCESSORIES
- BRX308-ACC – Accessory kit including transporter and lid for 4 x BRX308LA, padded cover for transporter and BRX325SP, speaker cables
- BRX308-AF – Array frame to suspend BRX325SP or 8 x BRX308-LA
- BRX308-PM – Pole and adapter to mount 2 x BRX308-LA on BRX325SP subwoofer

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- SYSTEM TYPE: Modular, portable line array
- FREQUENCY RANGE (-10 dB): 80 Hz–20 kHz
- MAX PEAK SPL (2 P): 136 dB
- NOMINAL DIRECTIVITY (H x V): 110° x 12° (variable)
- TRANSUDERS:
  - LF: 2 x 8”
  - HF: 1 x 3” titanium compression
- COMPLIANCE: CE
- MATERIAL: Plywood
- COLOR/FINISH: Matte black, Duraflex
- CONNECTORS: Two 4-pole NL4 connectors wired in parallel for IN/THRU use
- WEIGHT: 20.5 kg (45.2 lb)
- DIMENSIONS (D x W x H): 376 x 662 x 299 mm (14.8 x 26 x 11.8 in)

ORDER SPECIFICATIONS
- BOX DIMS (L x W x H): 810 x 490 x 390 mm (31.89 x 19.29 x 15.35 in)
- SHIPPING WEIGHT: 25 kg (55.12 lb)
- COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: CN
- UPC CODE: 691991034039
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